In traditional recommender systems, the product recommendations are generally made based on the static behavior or preference of customers. This paper designs a novel production recommendation model that processes customer-product interaction data as a time-based sequential data, and makes personalized product recommendations based on the purchase patterns of customers. Specifically, the model relies on the deep learning technique of recurrent neural network (RNN) to uncover the dynamics in purchase patterns of customers; a bidirectional model with attention mechanism was introduced to personalize the product recommendations. The effectiveness of the proposed model was verified through an experiment on a benchmark dataset called Movie lens. The experimental results show that the RNN-based model can efficiently capture the temporal dynamics of customer preferences, and then generate highly individualized product recommendations.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems seeks to render likely interested products of customers based on their preferences. Increasing information overload and interests of web users made recommender systems a prominent tool that redefined the way to access potential information on web with ease. Ecommerce giants like Amazon, Netflix, Flipkart and Alibaba made their web systems equipped with recommender systems to attain customer satisfaction which led to increase in their profits. The task of recommending products to customers can be formulated as a rating prediction problem or as a product ranking problem. Approaches to solve these problems utilize customers' characteristics data, products' features and customer-item interaction data. Generally, methodology for rating prediction problem come from three paradigms: collaborative, content-based and hybrid. However, several studies have shown that rating prediction is not efficient in generating top-n recommendations. Alternatively, nowadays research in recommender systems is shifted more towards ranking task. Formulating a recommendation problem as a personalized ranking problem with an objective of designing a model for sequencing of products according to customers' preferences. However, such a modelling on interaction data may not yield fruitful personalization as it captures only static behavior of customers. Customers intuition on a product is not consistent, there can be dynamic drift in his interests caused by various latent factors such as seasonal changes, perception on product and social group influence. Many of the existing approaches are not leveraging potential information about customers intuition of items over time. To generate effective personalized recommendations the customer dynamic behavior is to be characterized and interpreted from his interactions. An approach for exploiting temporal dynamics by considering sequence properties in the customer product interaction data can be helpful in rendering augmented recommendations. Models leveraging deep learning techniques has achieved noteworthy success in processing sequential data. In particular, recurrent neural networks gained popularity in tasks involving sequential learning. Wide range of applications where RNN are predominantly used and produced produces state of the art performance include biological sequence analysis, activity recognition, machine translation, speech recognition, music generation and sentimental analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] .
This paper seeks to generate quality product recommendations by design a deep learning-based model for capturing temporal dynamics and sequence structures in the interaction data. The hypothesis of this model is given a sequence data of customer-item interactions along with items' features, the model will discover and capture the dynamics of purchase behavior patterns and predict the next sequence of items that are most likely to be purchased by a customer. The intuition is that extraction of temporal sequential features from purchase history can uncover the dynamic representations of unexpressed customer preferences. Such a model can be trained by feeding session-wise customer interactions to recognize sequential purchase patterns of customers across sessions. For prediction when the model is presented with most recent customers' purchase data of latest/current session, it identifies the patterns with the past sequential features and generates efficient and relevant recommendations.
Naï ve solution: A naive solution is designing an RNN architecture with an objective of extracting and capturing temporal sequential features and dependencies from interaction data(ratings). In general, recurrent networks are inhabited with an exclusive problem of not learning dependencies for longer sequences.
Along with this, standard RNNs are forward networks having unidirectional units. Such a network suffers from the limitation of not exploiting the dependencies of patterns ahead of the present unit. During training, processing of large varying sequential data may cause hidden units of the model to hold noisy information. Further, transition of this noise to subsequent layers degrades the performance of the model.
Augmented/Better solution: This work utilizes RNN with gated cells as hidden units to combat problem of vanishing gradient. Further, the proposed model seeks remedy for exploitation of unseen pattern dependencies by considering a bi-directional RNNs. Such a recurrent model in a given context exploits not only past information but also future information. The model considers fixed length padded sequences and examines the important timesteps. Further enabling model with attention mechanism allows to attain a summary of customers preference and intents in a session. Contributions made by this study in modelling temporal dynamics of customers purchase to augment product recommendations are:
• The work provides an insight in generating augmented product recommendations by modelling customer's temporal behavior and learning sequential properties in product purchase from interaction data.
• The proposed variant of recurrent neural network model is a multi-layered bi-directional network with attention mechanism to summaries and understand the intention across customer interacting session. Potential products are considered for prediction using output sampling • Extensive experimentation is carried out with wide range of metrics for evaluating from multiple perspectives. Comparative evaluation is performed with baseline and state of the art recommender methods. Research findings of the experimentation are discussed.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefs on concepts of recurrent neural networks and its implication in the area of recommender systems. Section 3 proposes an advanced recurrent neural network architecture for modelling purchase patterns and generate effective personalized recommendations.
Section 4 discusses the empirical evaluation carried out to validate proposed approach and presents results obtained. Lastly, Section 5 summarizes the study and suggests future extensions for improving performance of the models.
RELATED WORK
This section provides a review on deep learning-based approaches for processing sequential interaction data using recurrent neural network for the tasks of recommender systems.
Over the past years the factor models and neighborhood techniques have been the state of art methods for recommender systems [5] [6] . However, these methods are inefficient in exploiting sequential properties in the interaction data. Consequently, the behavior of the customer is not considered in rendering recommendations. This is due to the fact that full dimensional representation of the ordered sequence is provided for the model. A few studies were carried out using customers' interactions with the system as a sequential data for capturing and understanding patterns in the purchase behavior. Supervised sequential learning techniques such as association mining, markov and its variants, sliding and recurrent sliding window models are successfully leveraged to solve the sequential learning problems [7] [8] .
However, most of the real-world recommender problems involved in utilization of sparse data which is not viable for applying aforementioned learning techniques directly and also the techniques when applied for recommender problems result high computational complexity [9] . On the other end, researchers' interest over the deep learning-based approaches for recommender system gained momentum in the past few years. In specific, to perform sequential modelling for session-aware/based recommendations the recurrent neural networks and its variants are being explored. In modelling purchase patterns of customers to generate recommendations effectively this work/study leverages recurrent neural networks using session wise interaction data. In this regard an insight in RNNs and literature of recurrent neural network-based recommender systems is as follows:
Recurrent neural networks
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are the most popular member among the family of deep learning techniques used extensively for processing text, audio and video data. The rise in the popularity is due to the state of the results attained in processing complex sequential structured data. Unlike any other technique in deep learning family, RNN is special kind of neural network having memory to remember previous computations. These networks have internal looping mechanism that gives the ability to learn from previous states. A breakthrough in recurrent neural network architectures came with the addition of new models to the RNN family. This happened with introduction of long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) in the RNN architectures. These models equipped with special memory cells in recurrent units that have alleviated problem of vanishing gradients [10] [11] . The learning encompassing update of weights of the network to reduce error.
Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) algorithm is employed as training algorithm to calculate gradients of the cost function by unfolding all the time steps [12] . Recent advances and extensions in deep recurrent neural networks adopted bidirectional, stacking and attention mechanisms in its network architecture [13] [14] . These augmented networks have produced significant outbreaks in machine translation, video/image tagging and in many other domains. Bidirectional recurrent network embraces forward and backward directed layers, therefore leverages information and learns representations from future and past dependencies. Stacking the recurrent network with multi layers causes an increase in amounts of abstraction in multiple perspectives. Consequently, allowing the recurrent network to have better representations of sequential properties. Further, most recent studies using deep neural networks have adopted attention mechanism in recurrent architecture to provide high quality representation with an emphasis on relevancy of the content to the context.
Recurrent neural network-based recommenders
The superiority of matrix factorization techniques in solving recommender problems to some extent is challenged by the RNN based approaches and is an active area of research. A comprehensive survey with deep insight's for developing deep learning-based approaches and techniques for recommender systems is given by Zhang et al. [15] . Fakhfakh et al. has presented advances in deep learning-based recommendations with emphasis on current issues and challenges [16] . In the scenario of sequence modelling and session-based recommendations Hidasi et al. [17] have proposed Gated Recurrent Units based approach. Liu et al. [18] proposed RNN approach for temporal learning to job recommendations. Hidasi and Alexandros has proposed RNN with Top-K for sequential data [19] . Elena and Flavian has taken into account contextual information in modelling behavior and presented Contextual RNN [20] . Tang et al. has utilized bi-directional RNN for recommending movies [21] . RNN based recommendation approach have shown robustness to data sparsity and have the ability to learn shortterm as well as long-term dependencies. Consequently, an RNN based approach to model the dynamics of customer purchase patterns to augment quality of personalized recommendations is presented in this work.
THE MODEL
This section presents our proposed RNN architecture for predicting next sequence of likelihood items that are of customers interests. Predicting customers' interest in a session by analyzing and capturing dynamic purchase pattern of customers to generate relevant product recommendations is a challenging problem. This problem has been considered as a potential problem in industry and has attracted many practitioners and researchers in recent times. Despite a few solutions being proposed in recent years by extending traditional recommender models, lack of standardized approaches and benchmark datasets made session-based recommendations still a viable problem. Due to the fact that recurrent neural networks are well known for handling Design of the model with emphasis on motivation of its layers is discussed in this section. Finally, details of hyperparameters optimization by fine tuning is provided.
Problem formulation: In the scenario of generating top-n personalized recommendations for a customer Ci ∈ C interacts with the system to browse/purchase products over a number of sessions(varying time intervals) S = {S1, S2,… St }, each interaction St is described as a series of products St = (x1, x2, x3, , , xj…. xn) where j ∈ P, x ∈ R. The model considers the purchase behavior of customer in session wise and learns the sequential properties in the purchase pattern. The model then generates a list of products for a customer on ground of most likelihood products that will be of interest in the next interaction. Therefore, this problem is formulated as a sequence to sequence supervised learning problem and a deep recurrent neural based architecture is proposed to solve the problem. Where the notations used are described below: P: Set of products available in the catalogue. C: Set of customers of the system. t: time index in a session. i: customer index. j: product index.
Design of the model
The architecture designed for aforementioned problem is a multi-layered neural network comprising of bidirectional recurrent layers with attention layers stacked on the top of it. The design of the proposed approach is illustrated as a computational graph comprising of individual modules is shown in Figure 1 . Pre-processing of sequences is done to produce fixed length sequence by padding. The proposed multi-layered architecture is composed of various hidden layers grouped into four modules. Given a session interaction of customer a Ci interaction with items over a particular period (session k) the model has to predict next sequence of n-items that may be of customers interests.
A brief outline of these modules and their motivation in the architecture is as follows: Figure 1 . RNN Architecture to model purchase patterns
Design of the input module
Objective of this module is to generate efficient representation of customer session and to facilitate incorporation of auxiliary information about items perused in the session. This module has two layers: input and embedding.
Input layer takes session-wise customers' product interaction data and generates a fixed length vector representation of session information. This vector passed to embedding layer that integrates with auxiliary information of items extracted from any pretrained convolutional neural network architecture. A non-linear function, ReLU is utilized for activation of hidden units, that also concatenates session data with auxiliary information. This module generates rich high dimensional representation of customer preferences in a session as vector e = [e1, e2, e3,…..el ]. The neuron units in the embedding layer bilinear units which perform bilinear mapping of rating and image feature of the products.
where, is a nonlinear function tanh is used for performing projecting the integration information to a new dimensionality. and represents vectors about the customer preference on a products and products feature map, respectively. indicates the bias term.
Design of the recurrent module
Objective here is to learn higher level representations of dynamic customer preferences by extracting information from product images into a embedding layer vector. Recurrent module captures the temporal dependencies in the session-wise customer purchase history. The proposed model utilizes bidirectional recurrent layer comprising of two layers. One layer for processing sequence in forward direction i.e. dependencies of past on present or recent session. Its successive layer process data in backward direction. During the training the model has to estimate the parameters ℎ over the edges from embedding layer to recurrent layer. Empowering bidirectional mechanism to the hidden layers increase the utility of the dynamic representations in the subsequent layers. Further, model has to learn the parameters has ℎ⃗⃗⃗⃗ and ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ of both the recurrent layers. The unit in the recurrent layers holds the state that is the representation of the sequence up to the time period t.
Hidden state (ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) is updated in the forward directed recurrent layer as follows:
Hidden state (ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗) is updated in the backward directed recurrent layers using the fallowing equation:
Here , are the non-linear transformation functions for activation of the units and ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , ⃗⃗⃗⃗ are the bias. The layers in the recurrent layers can be stacked to attain high dimensional representation of the purchase patterns.
Design of the attention module
Objective of this module is to improve the interpretability of information learned from the bi-directional recurrent module by utilizing temporal attention mechanism.
This module has two layers to compute scores that determine the interest and intention for a product in a session. The first layer aggregates the output of forward (ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) and backward (ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗) recurrent layers in its units ( ) as follows:
, is an activation function that maps concatenated outputs to a non-linear boundary. ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ , ℎ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ represents the weights associated with bidirected recurrent layers. denotes the bias in this layer. The values in the units of this layer are projected into the attention layer to determine the score that indicates the customers intention on the product at time t ( ). this is performed utilizing the fallowing equation:
Here represents the weight matrix, is an activation function (ReLU) that generates a scalar value.
Design of the output module
Objective of this module is to predict the next sequence of items that can be selected/purchased by the customer. This module acts as a predictive layer that predicts sequence of products that a customer a peruse in this next interaction. Loss function is the objective function Bayesian personalized ranking function that has to be optimized during training by the optimizer algorithm.
Generating top-n personalized recommendations from large number of products available in catalogue is not viable for any technique. To have an efficient computational feasibility the model is to be feed with a proper potential sample is to be obtained. This study considered popularitybased sampling technique for output sampling. This network of model is parameterized with the following hyper parameters: sequence length, embedding dimensions, number of hidden layers in the recurrent module, number of hidden units/ neurons and their activation functions in recurrent module, attention dimension, attention type, learning rate (alpha) in back-propagation, dropout/regularization.
Choice and initialization of these hyper-parameters is done before the commencement of learning process. These values are independent of data and selection does not depend on the algorithm being utilized. However, hyper-parameters initialization is of utmost important as they guide the process of determining final values for parameters of the model. Consequently, to alleviate the impact of generalization errors of the model, these hyper-parameters are to be tuned for improving model performance by running numerous experiments. This proposed RNN model can generate personalized recommendation to a customer more precisely, with the following advantages. This approach leverages time line of customers' purchase patterns in past to present and future to present. By exploiting the sequences in both directions improves the representational power of the network. Attention mechanism determine level of intention the customer has on a product at in a session. Which enables the model to better summarize purchase behavior in the sessions. Also, model has Improved memorization capabilities for long sequences with attention mechanism. Such an RNN model can have stability and cab also be pretrained.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For the purpose of evaluating the proposed model the requirements are: rating dataset with timestamps providing the ordered sequence of customer interactions, methodology specifying the procedure for training the model and conducting offline experiments, item ranking metrics, results and discussion on the experimental analysis that support the hypothesis of the study. The details of these components are given below.
Dataset details
Experiments are carried out on MovieLens dataset having a data of format < customer, movie, rating, timestamp >. Dataset hosted by Group Lens research project is the most widely utilized state-of-the-art dataset in the literature of recommender systems [http://www.movielens.org]. The dataset contains 1 million ratings of 3,883movies given by 6,039 customers. Ratings given by the customer are scaled on 1 to 5. The interaction matrix having a density of 4.3 % making it more viable for experimental analysis than any other recommender datasets. Further, dataset provides timestamps details when a customer has rated a movie which enables to define sessions of interactions by the customers. Specifically, MoveLens1M dataset has around 163 average interaction per customer and 289 interactions per item. A movie is characterized by its genres, theme, director and cast. This dataset has 3,883 movies belonging to 18 genres. A Movie poster provides abstract information about the movie characteristics. All the metadata about movies is not provided in original dataset but can be scraped from the Movie Database (https://www.themoviedb.org/) using feature movieid of dataset. The rational for considering Movielens1M dataset as a primary dataset for the evaluation of the model is that it has the advantages of having good density, timestamps of ratings and posters. The goal of the model is to predict the next sequence of products (movies) that are most likely interestingness for a Customer.
Evaluation procedure
The task of the proposed RNN model in this experiment is to predict and rank the next sequence of movies that are of interest for a customer. Evaluation procedure adopted here comprises of partitioning of dataset, comparative analysis with state-of-art models and metrics. In order to perform sequential supervised learning, the dataset considered is to be partitioned into training and test dataset. The method adopted for partitioning in this experiment is sliding window protocol. This method partitions the sequence in data in several sample chunks of equal width for training and subsequent sequence for test. Advantage of this method is that it allows data to be used by any sequential learning algorithm. In evaluating the model performance for a customer average of each sample error is computed.
After partitioning of data into train and test sets, model is trained with training data and parameters of the model are estimated. Initialization of network weights is to be commenced before the training of model begins. Random sample of weights are generated using Gaussian distribution model with mean and standard deviation set to 0 and 0.1 values respectively. Number of neurons in each of hidden layer in recurrent modules is set 100. Hyperparameters of the model such as mini-batch, dropout, momentum and learning rate are optimized by running the experiment 50 times. To train the model on data in this experiment, implementation is done in TensorFlow with popular optimizers ADAM and RMSProp [22] [23] .
Methods for comparative analysis
To investigate the quality of the personalised recommendations for the next session of a customer the proposed model is compared with four popular recommender models. Models leveraging factorization and personalised techniques are used along with baseline for comparative evaluation are as fallows.
• POP:
A non-personalised technique that recommends the most popular products in the system to customers. Products' popularity based on the total number of interactions of the customer [24] .
• SVD/MF: Singular Value Decomposition is one of the most successful matrix factorization approach for recommender systems. This approach generates latent factors dimensional space using customer and product characteristics. When predicting the likely interested products for a customer this space is used [25] .
• BPR-MF: Bayesian Personalized Ranking is a latent factorization method for learning to rank products. BPR-MF utilizes pairwise ranking approach to efficiently rank the personalized products for a customer [26] .
• Item-KNN: Neighbourhood based approaches are the most popular and widely used along with MF techniques. Here, model seeks to find the items which are nearest neighbours to the items already purchased by the customers [27] .
Evaluation metrics
The metrics adopted in this evaluation procedure are of type relevance and ranking metrics. Intuition of the study is proposed model generates next sequence of product reflecting customer preferences. These metrics measure how far the model is good at recommending relevant products and also its relative positioning in the list. Metrics for measuring the Performance of the recommender models are, Recall, Precision (Pr) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) [28] .
Recall@n determines ratio of preferred /relevant products in the list of size 'n' to the total number of preferred products. Usually, recall corelates with the metric hit rate and click through rate. Precision@n determine ratio of relevant products recommended in list of size 'n'. Both recall and precision emphasize on the relevance recommendation in list and are not concerned about the position of products in the list. Mean Average Precision (MAP) is the most popular metric for measuring accuracy in ranking of products in the recommendation list. MAP provides single value summary of effective position of products in the rendered recommenders list. Table 1 summarizes the recommendation performance of proposed RNN and four methods considered on the Movie lens 1M dataset. Some of the interesting findings from the empirical evaluation carried out are listed here. Proposed RNN is the best performing model in terms of predicting the relevant products for a customer. Further, the ranking quality of RNN is also better in comparison to the other models. Among the other models, BPR-MF is poor in predicting in comparison to the other personalized models. With optimized parameters of item KNN it has shown better performance over non-personalized models. Popularity based methods are the ready to go methods for many recommender systems. Less computation requirement for training and testing makes them popular. But often these methods produce poor performance. Matrix factorization techniques are known to perform well when the density of the dataset is good. But to improve the performance of MF models, it has many model parameters are to be adjusted causing computationally complex than other techniques.
Results
Performance metrics of the Item-KNN model are competitive after adjusting neighbors in model to 200. Further, Item-KNN being a memory-based model requires large memory requirements for computations. These models perform instance learning and does not need larger amount of training time. However, testing usually takes more amount of time compared to other models. As expected, the proposed approach delivered impressive results with considered metrics. Its is able to recommend relevant products as per customers' preferences as observed with metrics Recall and Precision. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper conducted a study to determine the effect of temporal dynamics in customer purchase patterns in generating relevant personalized recommendations. Accordingly, a bi-directional recurrent neural network with attention mechanism is proposed for modelling temporal structures in customer-product interaction data. The results form experiments suggest that modelling sequence modelling of customers' purchase patterns is useful in terms of understanding changing preferences and leads to rendering of augmented recommendations. The effectiveness of bidirectional and attention mechanism in of customers' is observed in the empirical evaluation. Future works is needed to address the feeding of varying length session data to the model. Further investigations are needed for efficient alternative sampling of products in the output layer from total products in the catalogue. A study investigating the employment of multi linear units in the recurrent component for integrating many meta-features of the products to improve the representation of the product and its customer preference.
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